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Predictable and Controllable Dual-phase Interfaces 

in TiO2 (B)/Anatase Nanofibers 

Yimin Lei, a, b ,c Jie Sun, a ,b, c Hongwei Liu, c Xuan Cheng, d Fuyi Chen, b,* and 
Zongwen Liu a,* 

The TiO2 (B)/anatase dual-phase nanofiber exhibits enhanced photocatalytic activity when interfaces form 

during phase transformation of TiO2. To precisely control the formation of coherent interfaces between 

TiO2 (B) and anatase, a thorough knowledge of phase transformation particularly from TiO2 (B) to anatase 

(TA) is required. In our study, a crystallography model in conjunction was employed to investigate the 

phase transformation. The coherent interface with a crystallographic orientation relationship of 

[001]TB//[100]TA, (200)TB//(002)TA, and (020)TB//(020)TA predicted by the crystallography model were also 

observed by TEM experimentally.  In addition, two types of incoherent interfaces that may deteriorate 

photocatalytic activity were examined and can be eliminated via an accurate tuning of calcination. The 

fundamental knowledge acquired from this work, therefore, provide new insight to synthesis more 

efficient dual-phase TiO2 photocatalysts. 

 

 

Introduction 

TiO2 is an important functional oxide with unique 
photoelectrochemial properties. It has growing applications in solar 
cells,1 lithium batteries,2, 3 and photocatalyst4-6 et al. There are 
mainly four types of TiO2 polymorphs. They are anatase, rutile, 
brookite and TiO2 (B), respectively.7 In photocatalysts, mixed-phase 
TiO2 nanostructures are shown to be more efficient than single TiO2 
polymorph.8 Anatase/rutile mixed-phase nanoparticles (Degussa 
P259) is a well-known example. Because of a band alignment of ~ 
0.4 eV between anatase and rutile,10 the anatase/rutile mixed-phase 
interfaces can significantly enhance the working efficiency of TiO2 
photocatalyst.4, 11 Although such interfaces can be obtained by 
mechanically mixing anatase and rutile, it is difficult to acquire real 
dual-phase anatase/rutile interfaces. The fact is due to the difficulty 
in controlling the martensitic phase transition from anatase to 
rutile.12 However, this is a different case for TiO2(B)/anatase system. 
As the TiO2 (B)-anatase transformation is a typical diffusional phase 
transition, photocatalysts with high efficiency can be produced by 
achieve dual-phase interfaces between TiO2 (B) and anatase via 
phase transformation. The previous work demonstrates that the 
excellent spatial charge separation from the dual-phase 
TiO2(B)/anatase interfaces6, 13, 14 leads to enhanced photocatalytic 
activity, stability and easy-recovery properties in TiO2(B)/anatase 
core-shell nanofibers.6, 15-18 Moreover, the efficiency of TiO2 
photocatalysts can be further promoted if the dual-phase interfaces is 
coherent instead of being incoherent. This is because the electrons or 
holes can pass through the coherent interfaces easier than through 
the incoherent interfaces. Therefore, the design and control of the 
dual-phase interfaces are of significant, in order to enhance the 
properties of the TiO2 photocatalysts. 

Calcinating TiO2 (B) nanostructures directly15 is a feasible and 
low-cost way to obtain dual-phase TiO2(B)/anatase interfaces, owing 
to the phase transformation from TiO2 (B) to anatase. By controlling 

the transformation process, different interfaces with different 
crystallographic orientation relationships (CORs) can be achieved. 
The diversity of interface structures induced by different CORs will 
strongly affect the charge transfer properties. Therefore, the control 
of phase transition is one of the most effective way to design and 
obtain the wanted dual-phase interfaces with enhanced catalytic 
performance in TiO2 photocatalysts. 

In the past, the TiO2 (B)/anatase phase transformation has been 
investigated mainly in bulk system. Brohan19 has explained the 
transformation by the shear of (����)��  plane to form (��	�)�
 
plane (Here, “TA” and “TB” represents anatase and TiO2 (B), 
respectively), along the [���	�]�� direction. In 1991, Banfield20 has 
showed that TiO2 (B) polymorph could be converted to anatase 
either via the growth of the two structures, or via a bulk mechanism 
when anatase nuclei were scarce or absent. However, the detailed 
phase transformation has not been discovered in nanoscaled system 
so far. In terms of the related interfaces, aside from a few studies,6, 18 
there is limited thorough investigation, especially in the detailed 
characterization of crystallographic features, the precise calculation 
and prediction on crystallography. Liu et al21 have used the invariant 
line strain theory model to calculate the coherent interfaces within 
TiO2 nanofibers. However, the calculation is too complicated to use, 
and consequently provides limited contribution to the design of new 
and improved dual-phase TiO2 photocatalysts.  

In this work, the phase transformation and resulted dual-phase 
interfaces in TiO2 (B)/anatase system are investigated 
experimentally and theoretically. The experimental results from 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the prediction of phase 
transformation and dual-phase interfaces calculated by 
crystallography model are consistent with each other. The present 
study will not only help better understand the interface-controlled 
catalytic effect but also prompt the design of a new class of catalysts 
with improved performance. 
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Experimental Section 

The H2Ti3O7 nanofibers (The detailed synthesis process can 
be found in previous work22) were calcinated at 650 °C (S-650, 
for 2 hours) and 700 °C (S-700, for 2 hours) in air respectively. 
Then the obtained products, S-650 and S-700 were dispersed 
onto copper grids with carbon film. A JEOL 2200FS TEM 
(200KV) was used to characterize the nanofibers. Meanwhile, 
invariant deformation element (IDE) crystallography model for 
diffusional phase transformation23 was applied to predict dual-
phase interfaces observed during the phase transition from TiO2 
(B) to anatase in the nanofibers. The calculated results were 
compared with the experimental outcomes. 

Results 

In Fig. 1, the bright field (BF), dark field (DF), selected area 
electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution transmission 
electron microscopy (HRTEM) were performed on a S-650 
nanofiber with a length of 3 µm and an aspect ratio of 0.033. 
According to the SAED pattern (Fig.1 (d)), TiO2(B) (TB) and 
anatase (TA) coexist in the fiber, and their crystallographic 
orientation relationship (COR) can be expressed as 
[001]TB//[100]TA ， (200)TB//(002)TA and (020)TB//(020)TA, 
denoted as COR-I. In order to distinguish the two phases, DF 
image (Fig. 1(c)) from the yellow rectangle area in Fig. 1(a) 
was acquired through the diffraction spot (620) TB. It is well 
matched with the BF image in Fig. 1(b). Additionally, the 
interface can also be clearly observed from the HRTEM image 
in Fig. 1(e). 

In order to better understand the dual-phase interface and 
detailed COR between the TB and TA phases, the HRTEM 
image was analysed with fast Fourier transform (FFT) and 
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) as shown in Fig. 2(a)-
2(c). According to Fig. 2(a-b), the interface between the TB and 
TA is coherent. The FFT demonstrates that the orientations of 
the two phases at each sides of interface are [001]TB and 
[100]TA respectively. Meanwhile, the relationships of 
(200)TB//(002)TA and (020)TB//(020)TA also can be seen. The 
FFT result is consistent with SAED pattern in Fig. 1(d). Both of 
them indicate the connections between (200)TB and (002)TA, 
and (020)TB and (020)TA at the interface area, which show 
agreement with previous report6, in which the Fig. 5(d) 
displayed the detailed connection between the two phases. 

In fact, the formation of the coherent dual-phase interface is 
attributed to the coherent match between the two phases along 
orientations of [001]TB and [100]TArespectively, indicating the 
interfaces can be obtained with the preferred COR between two 
related phases. Thus, the controlling of dual-phase interfaces 
can be further simplified to the control of phase transition from 
TB to TA. In this case, with the deep understanding of the 
detailed process of such phase transition, it is possible to 
manipulate the dual-phase interfaces through ways of 

controlling the temperature, calcinating speed, doping or adding 
specific chemicals et al. 
In the present work, the TB/TA nanosystem is theoretically 
predicted by the IDE model, a useful and practical model to 
predict phase transformation process, which has shown reliable 
results in the past.23, 24 In this work, even though the phase 
transition is involved with nanosystem, it can still be 
predicted.21 The space group of the initial phase TB and newly 
formed phase TA are C2/m and I41/amd, respectively. The 
transition between them is a typical monoclinic-to-tetragonal 
process. The lattice correspondence along 3 directions for this 
transition which are can be drawn in the stereographic 
projection of planes, as shown in Fig. 2f. (11�0)∗��//(01�1)∗��,	[110]��//[111]��  and [2, 2, 13]��//[7�11]�� ,25 the 

main strain along the three lattice correspondence directions are 
denoted as η1, η2 and η3 respectively. 

Therefore, on the coordinate system of TB lattice, the Bain 
strain matrix can be expressed as equation (1). Regarding the 
selection of lattice correspondence between the two phases, it is 
discussed in detail later. 

� � ��� 0 00 �� 00 0 �� � !
""#

|�[%����]&'||[�,�,��]&(| 0 0
0 )(*��)&'∗ ))(���*)&(∗ ) 0
0 0 |[���]&'||[��*]&(|+

,,-																			     (1) 

 
Figure 1 TEM characterization on a dual-phase TB/TA nanofiber. (a) the BF image 

of whole fiber; center BF image (b) and center DF image using (620)TB diffraction 

spot (c) from yellow rectangle area in panel (a); (d) SAED pattern of nanofiber; 

(e) HRTEM image from one dual-phase area. 
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Figure 2 (a) High resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image of dual-phase area in nanofiber coexisting phases of TB and TA; (b) Inverse fast Fourier 

transform (IFFT) image of corresponding to panel a; (c) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) image and the index of crystallographic orientation relationship of TB/TA reaction 

system in panel a; The schematic of TB (d) and TA (e) crystal structure; (f) The lattice rearrangement and corresponding relationship of TB/TA system; The orientation 

relationship of TB/TA system before rotation (g) and after prediction (h). 

In monoclinic structure, the [010] vector is commonly 
chosen as the Burgers vector, because it is the shortest vector in 
the Bravais lattice.26 In the real crystal structure of TB, 
however, the vector [032]TB in the close-packed plane is 
actually shorter than [010]TB. Therefore, [032]TB is selected as 
the Burgers vector instead of [010]TB. The detailed calculation 
process can be found in the supplementary materials. The 
comparison between the predicted and experimental results for 
the TB/TA system is listed in Table 1. 

To compare to the TEM results (Fig. 2a-c), the initial and 
predicted CORs were represented with stereographic projection 

of planes. The pole centers used in Fig.2(g) and (h) are normal 
planes corresponding to the [001]TA and [100]TB directions with 
the index of (4.11, 4.36111111, 4.94111111)��  and (1.58, 2.44111111, 0.91111111)�� 	 in 
respective coordinate systems. The green spot in Fig. 2(g) 
indicates that the mutual relationship between TB and TA is 
consistent with the Bain strain matrix. There is mutual rotation 
of 5.3° from the initial COR to the final COR. The result 
demonstrates the final COR displayed in the TEM results can 
be obtained through one-step rotation from initial 
corresponding relationship expressed by Bain strain matrix. The 
rotation angle calculated by the model is 4.3° (shown in the 
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table 1 in supporting information). Therefore, the predicted 
result agrees well with TEM result with a small discrepancy of 
1°. In addition, the habit plane (HP) and growth direction (GD) 
were also obtained by the IDE model, as shown in Table 1. The 
predicted HP is consistent with experimental HP with 
discrepancy of 1.6°. As for the GD, it is expected to be proved 
in future work. 

Table 1 The comparison between the experimental and predicted results. 

 Experimental Results Predicted Results δ 

OR 

[001]��//[100]�� 

(200)��//(002)�� 

(020)��//(020)�� 

[001]��//[100]�� 

(200)56 �°⇒ (002)59 

(020)56 �°⇒(020)59 

1° 

(Habit Plane)* [905]56 [8115]�� 1.6° 

Habit Plane (100)56 (10.733, 0.141, 0.231)�� 1.6° 

Growth Direction NA [2,13,1]�� NA 

Remarks: The detailed calculation process can be found in the support 
information. The asterisk “*” used in table expresses the planar normal. 

In summary here, the IDE calculated results indicate that the 
phase transformation system of TB/TA with nanoscale size can 
be precisely predicted by the crystallography model. The 
detailed information of interfaces in such titania 
nanocomposites thus can be predicted through IDE without 
difficult experiments. Moreover, other crystallography features, 
such as HP and GD et al can also be predicted. Lack of GD 
measurement in present work is due to the fabricated 
morphology and the limitation of the rotating geometry system 
of TEM instrument. It is proposed such GD can be observed in 
bulk TB material. 

Aside from the above finding, two other incoherent dual-
phase interfaces with COR-II (Fig. 3(a-d)) and COR-III (Fig. 
3(e-h))  have been identified in the S-700 nanofibers, as 
presented in Fig. 3. Based on corresponding FFT images, the 
COR-II  can be expressed as 	[001]��//[011]��   and 	(200)��//(011)�� , and the COR-III  can be displayed as  	[17�6]��//[100]��  and 	(6�01)��//(022)�� . Here, the steps 
are clear in both of the two interfaces, which are the feature of 
incoherent interface. Thus, interfaces with the three kinds of 
COR (I, II and III) are different from each other. The fact is 
further supported by the evidence that the FFT images of COR-
II and COR-III have different zone axes [011]�� and [17�6]�� 
parallel to the orientations of [001]TB and [100]TA respectively 
which implies the COR-II and COR-III interfaces are different 
from the COR-I interface. Further works will be required to 
verify the detailed structures of COR-II and COR-III interfaces. 

Discussion 

1 How to achieve the prediction? 

In this work, to achieve the prediction on the coherent dual-
phase interfaces, choosing appropriate lattice correspondence 
and Burgers vector is the key. The choosing process is simple 
and easily understanding.  

First of all, it is necessary to explain why the η1, η2 and η3 
were chosen as the lattice correspondence. When the crystal 
structure includes face-centred or body-centred atoms, the 
directions parallel to the diagonal line or body diagonal line 
deserve much attention, because the face-centred and body-
centred atoms are critical atoms in phases with complex cell 
structures, and they strongly influence the phase 
transformation. 

 
Figure 3 BF, HRTEM and corresponding FFT images of the nanofibers heated at 

700 °C for 2 hours in air, which indicates the dual-phase TB/TA interfaces with (a-

c) COR-II and (d-f) COR-III. 

According to the space groups of the TB/TA reaction system, 
it is reasonable to choose the face diagonal line of [110]TB (Fig. 
2(d)) in the initial phase TB (the C-centred crystal) parallel to 
the body diagonal line of [111]TA (Fig. 2(e)) in phase TA (the 
body-centred crystal). Therefore, the η3 was chosen as 
[110]TB//[111]TA accordingly.  

In terms of η2, there are two aspects to be considered. The 
{110}TB and {011}TA are closed-packed facets in TB and TA 
structures respectively, which always play a key role during 
phase transformation.27  In addition, on the basis of the 
experimental result, the diffraction spots of the {110}TB planes 
are barely seen in the SAED pattern shown in Fig. 1(d), 
whereas the diffraction spots of {011}TA is significantly 
intensive. The weakening of diffraction patterns of {110}TB 
planes indicates that {110}TB planes have already transformed 
to be planes of {011}TA. Therefore, the normal directions of (11�0)��  and (011)TA,which belong to {110}TB and {011}TA 
respectively are selected as another main strain directions. They 
are [2, 191111, 1]��  and [0,19, 3�]��  respectively. Moreover, the 
angles of [110]�� : [2, 191111, 1]��  and [111]�� : [0,19, 3�]��  are 
very close to 90°. Then, η2 was settled in this way. In addition, 
η1 has been also identified based on the reference coordinate 
system and stereographic projections.25 

In terms of the selection of Burgers vectors, in general, the 
selection of Burgers vector is relatively easy for simple crystal 
structures for phase transition calculation. For example, in the 
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case of cubic-to-cubic phase transition,28 only 1/2 <110> can be 
chosen as the Burgers vector for calculation. For complex 
monoclinic-to-tetragonal system, however, the selection of 
Burgers vector not only depends on Bravais lattice, but also on 
the real crystal structure. As aforementioned, in the real lattice 
of TB, [032]TB vector is shorter than [010]vector, the shortest 
vector in common monoclinic Bravais lattice. It consequently 
was chosen as Burgers vector in this case. 

Actually, the invariant line strain (ILS) theory29 is another 
method that has been previously used to study the 
crystallographic features of TB/TA reaction system.21 Both IDE 
and ILS are found to have equal level of discrepancy. However, 
the IDE model is much easier to understand and simpler to be 
applied than the ILS theory because of only one-step rotation 
needed in the calculation. Thus, it is a better approach to study 
the TB/TA system as well as other complex phase 
transformations in nanosystem. 

2 The applicability of  the prediction method 

Here, someone may argue that the successful prediction of 
the coherent interfaces in the TiO2 (B)/anatase dual-phase 
nanofiber might be just one specific case. The fact is that the 
method has already predicted the monoclinic-to-monoclinic 
nanosystem in our previous work, in which the experimental 
results show precise agreement with the predicted results for 
the H2Ti3O7/TiO2 (B) system, although it is a relatively simply 
system compared to the monoclinic-to-tetragonal system.27 As 
for the case in anatase/rutile nanosystem, the famous 
martensitic phase transition system, it is expected the 
experimental results is consistent with the already obtained the 
predicted results in future. 

3 Atomic Mechanism of phase transition from TB to TA 

Based on the, predicted results, TEM experiments and 
fundamental building blocks (FBB) model30, the interpretation 
of phase transition from TB to TA is shown in Fig. 4.  

In Fig. 4(a), the view direction are [001]TB and [100]TA for 
TB and TA phases respectively, which also are the zone axes in 
TEM results in Fig. 1-2. The angle has significant expanding 
from 35.67° (angle between (110)TB  and (1�10)�� ) to 43.38° 
(angle between (011)TA  and (011�)�� ) within the octahedral 
layer, which is consistent with SAED result (Fig. 1(d)) that the 
{110}TB diffraction patterns were substituted by those of 
{011}TA. Additionally, the slippage of half TiO6 octahedral 
between the octahedral layers of TB phase is eliminated after 
phase transformation. Such change is strongly related to the 
angel expanding observed, which eventually results in the 
shrinkage from the initial cell parameter a of TB (1.2208 nm) to 
the cell parameter c of TA (0.9515 nm). 

 
Figure 4 The interpretation of phase transformation from TB to TA: (a) angle 

expanding explanation by FBB model; (b) the important planes in TB unit cell; 

Bond angles in TB (c) and TA (d) crystal structures. 

It is known that the phases of TB and TA contain 24 atoms 
and 12 atoms per unit cell, respectively. Each Ti atom is 
coordinated to six O atoms and each O atom is coordinated to 
three Ti atoms for both TB and TA phases. In each phase, the 
TiO6 octahedron is slightly distorted, with all of the O-Ti-O 
bond angles deviating from 90°. Such distortion is greater in 
TB (Fig. 4(c)) than in TA (Fig. 4(d)). The essential difference is 
that there are 10 different Ti-O bonds, ranging from 1.813 to 
2.255 Å in TB.31  In contrast, there are only two types of Ti-O 
bonds and O-Ti-O bond angels in TA.32 TB has a more 
complicated structure than TA. According to Fig. 4(b), the 
(110)TB plane cuts through 8 Ti-O bonds. The (200)TB plane 
cuts through 4 Ti-O bonds, while the (010)TB does not cut 
through any bonds. Therefore, the (110)TB plane is most active 
plane compared to the other two planes. The angle expanding 
involved {110}TB planes thus results in significant changes 
within and between the TiO6 octahedron layers. In addition, the 
SAED  result (Fig. 1(d)) indicates that the following changed 
plane is (200)TB. The fact is consistent with the proof that 
(200)TB is the second higher active plane. Similarly, the (010)TB 
plane which keep away from any Ti-O bonds leads to the 
invariant of diffraction spots during the transformation.  

The angle expanding displayed in Fig. 4(a) can also be 
illustrated by the change of O-Ti-O bond angles. During 
calcination process, the more distorted TB structure transforms 
to TA structure with higher symmetry when the TB atoms 
obtain enough energy. Clearly, the 6 different O-Ti-O bond 
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angles from TB change to be TA with only 2 smaller and more 
stable O-Ti-O bond angles.  Since the energy of system show 
inversely proportional relationship with bond angle, it is 
believed that the transformation from TB to TA is a reasonable 
process from the perspective of energy. 

4 Multi-incoherent dual-phase TB/TA interfaces 

The coherent dual-phase interface with COR-I has been 
discovered not only in present work, but also in previous 
study.16, 21 It is a typical TB/TA interface in such system. 
Coherent interface with COR of [100]TB//[001]TA has also been 
reported previously18. Aside from the two coherent interfaces, 
another major finding in the this work is the discovery of two 
incoherent dual-phase TB/TA interfaces, as shown in Fig. 3. 
The fact implies that TB/TA nanosystem has huge potential to 
discover variety of dual-phase interfaces to serve as the 
photocatalysts. Moreover, these interfaces can be predictable 
and further controlled from calculated results.  

In addition, the two incoherent interfaces in Fig. 3(b) and (f) 
both show steps. However, the (200)TB plane, which is 
equivalent to (100)TB plane,  the HP in the phase transformation 
with coherent interface with COR-I, as shown in Fig. 2(b), is 
ordered and without any step. Generally speaking, the HP 
observed experimentally, was clean and with the smallest 
surface mismatch and fewest steps.29 The comparison of the 
steps between the coherent and incoherent interfaces indicates 
that competition must exist between the these CORs, which 
could be explained by the features of the respective matching 
planes in TB and TA phases. Owing to involving the 
orientation with minimum indexing, the phase transition with 
COR-I of [001]TB//[100]TA is the easier way to take place phase 
transformation than the other two. 

5 Designable dual-phase interfaces  

In present work, three types of CORs between TB and TA 
were observed, corresponding to three different dual-phase 
interfaces. The interface with COR-I is flat and fully coherent 
with high elastic strain, while the other two are incoherent with 
variety of steps. The interfaces are related to crystal structure 
and chemical potential. 

Regarding the crystal structure, coherent interface exhibit 
higher density of coincident sites for both phases and thus much 
more stable with lower interface energy than incoherent 
interfaces.  In the respect of chemical potential, chemical bonds 
distributed at coherent interface contact tightly with each other, 
and relatively low chemical potential is acquired to generate 
bonds.21, 33 In this work, the COR-I interface, as a typical 
coherent interface is more stable and favourite compared to the 
other two. It is believed that electrons and holes can pass 
through easily from coherent interfaces with less broken bond 
and misfits. , such interfaces consequently show enhanced 
photocatalytic activity.34  

Furthermore, COR-II and COR-III interfaces were obtained 
at higher temperature (S-700), whereas the condition of 600 °C 
and 2 hours is already suitable for COR-I interface, indicating 
that the interfaces are sensitive to the reaction temperature and 
calcinating time. Therefore, by precisely controlling the phase-
transformation condition, coherent interfaces with COR-I could 
be obtained and retained, while the probability of the other two 
can be eliminated. Accordingly, we can design such new-
composite of titania with favourite interfaces to perform better 
photocatalytic property. 

Moreover, not only for the titania photocatalysts (also 
including the system of anatase/rutile), but also for other areas, 

such as transistor, lasers, and solar cell which all already exploit 
interfacial phenomena,35 the knowledge acquired in present 
work could shed on the research on the areas in terms of 
prediction of interfaces. 

Conclusions 

In summary, TEM results show there are three types of dual-
phase interfaces with three different CORs in the TB/TA 
nanosystem. IDE model is applied as a simple and practical 
crystallography model to calculate the crystallographic 
information on the coherent dual-phase TB/TA interface. The 
consistency of the theoretical calculation and the TEM results 
indicates that a feasible way to design and further control the 
interfaces in dual-phase titania photocatalysts by IDE model is 
available. In addition, the mechanism of phase transition from 
TB to TA is successfully interpreted. The angle expanding is 
believed to be the driving force to such phase transformation. 
On the other hand, the multiple interfaces with different CORs 
are also discussed via competition mechanism, which indicates 
the interface with COR-I of [001]TB//[100]TA is a typical 
coherent interface in TB/TA nanosystem.  
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